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the phoenix rc dongle emulator includes a set of tools and plugins to emulate the behavior of the
dongle on your pc: plug and play support for phoenix rc dongle on windows and linux rc dongle
emulation - be able to see the rfid tag and a very simple read function uart emulation - be able to
talk to the dongle through uart uart/i2c/spi emulator - emulate uart, i2c or spi-io rfid and reader
simulator - simulate and control a reader and tag web based console - access to rfid read/write
functions uart/spi inter-board emulation - emulate a connection between boards emulation session
manager - can control multiple emulators new advanced emulator for phoenix rc dongle that can
simulate various boards. whether you need to be able to fully test the new design of the dongle for
the coming months, or you need to see the dongle in action, you can use the dongle emulator to test
your design on a known good board and emulate the behaviour of the dongle on your own pc. the
phoenix rc dongle emulator allows you to start a session with one or more emulators. you can then
simulate and control the behaviour of one or more emulators simultaneously. you can then connect
to the session and start a new session with another emulator. the phoenix rc dongle emulator
provides access to the rfid tags' read functions and allows you to emulate a tag connected to a
reader and access to the reader through a web interface or through the api. i know there are crack
programs for phoenix rc dongle emulator but i don't want to spend money to get a crack. so i
decided to make my own crack. this crack is super easy and fast to make. it only takes about 2-3
hours to make, but make sure you have a program like delay or sox on your computer. this is what i
used to make this crack: crackstation.net.
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